TIPS & TRICKs
By chatting with a Fone
King staff member they
will help identify the
correct protective options
perfectly suited to your
particular lifestyle .

FK

Investing in the right protection as
soon as you get your phone will
greatly decrease your chances of
ever having to get a repair.

What is physical

damage?

Physical Damage is a term given when
a mobile phone has experienced some
form of trauma.

The most common types
of physical damage are:
Touchpad/glass cracked

LCD screen broken
Avoid any moisture or humid environments
with a physically damaged phone. Moisture
penetrating through the damage to the
inside of your phone can dramatically
reduce the chance of a successful repair.

Does physical damage
void my manufacturer’s
warranty?
UNFORTUNATELY YES! ANY PHYSICAL
DAMAGE WILL VOID THE
MANAFACTURERS WARRANTY
SUPPLIED WITH THE PHONE.

How can physical

damage occur?
Physical damage can occur at any moment.
The majority of cases we encounter the
customer didn’t even know it happened at
the time. The most common reasons we see
physical damage occur is

Housing bent
Charging connectors/
pins damaged

When a phone
has been
dropped

Plugging an incorrect
or broken charger into
your charging socket

Sitting on your
phone

FACT

Fone King are the experts and panel beating
damaged housings back to normal.

Accidentally bumping
a phone against an
object while it has
been in your pocket
or handbag

What can I do to increase
my chances of a

successful repair?
Do not attempt to repair the
phone yourself.

Bring all pieces of your broken
phone into Fone King.
Always tell a Fone King Staff
member how the damage
actually occurred.

Keep the damaged phone away from
any moisture.

Let’s the experts do what
they do best.

If a repair is a little out of
your price range then get a
protective case to minimise
any further damage. Once the
phone is repaired you will still
have a case to avoid the
damage happening again.

